But cutting across the road to culture there is a barrier—the same bar-
rier that is here with us: the popular demand for spiritually unearned,
luxurious grandeur. But in their case, no wonder or reproach. The Rus-
sians outside the aristocracy and bourgeoisie had less than nothing. Now
it is their turn. Millions looking toward Moscow as a Mecca can go there
at last! Of course, they go and want to stay, because the lash of unrequited
toil on the land has left its scars.
Concerning new construction: their buildings are no better or worse
than the best work of other countries. Misfortune befell Moscow when her
modern architects took after the left wing. That mistake in direction left
some very negative and foreign results—indeed, drab, lonesome, tech-
nically childish. The popular reaction from that fiasco could only be
luxurious picture-making in the antique, the picture-making which the
older people learned as children to admire and covet.
Chusev and I stood together in his great Soviet hotel, a huge constructed
thing, done in what I told him should be called 'the Metropolitan style'
because you could see it with such virtues as it has and all its faults in
Philadelphia or any big city of the world. A comfortable hotel though, and
I exaggerated a little because in many respects it was better done, and
more comfort provided for the occupant, but still the building was the
type of hotel we Americans are learning to hate.
Mere size seems to captivate the Soviets as it seduced our provinces
earlier. Of course, all this is the reaction in action which I was afraid I
would see.
The Palace of the Soviets, to be the crowning glory of the new construc-
tion, suffers likewise from grandomania of the American type in imitating
skyscraper effects way up to the soles of the enormous shoes of Lenin,
where the realistic figure of that human giant begins to be three hundred
feet tall. Something peculiar to the present cultural state of the Soviet is
to be seen in the sharp contrast between thick shoes and workman's clothes
and skyscraper elegance. These perpendiculat skyscraping motives are
surmounted at the characteristic New York setbacks by sculpture, pygmy
by comparison.
Lenin, enormous, treads upon the whole, regardless. Nothing more in-
congruous could be conceived and I believe nothing more distasteful to the
great man Lenin if he could see. And yet Yofan^ the young architect
whose design was accepted for this work seven years ago, has this year
built the most dramatic and successful exhibition building at the Paris
Fair. The general motive of that building is not dissimilar to that of the
Palace of the Soviets, It too is a building surmounted by gigantic sculpture.
But the Paris Fair building is a low, extended, and suitable base for the
dramatically realistic sculpture it carries, whereas the Palace of the Soviets
ijself is a case of a thoroughly unsuitable, badly over-dramatized base
underneath realistic xmdramatic sculpture,	. ..,•,.-
J went with Yofan to see a sanatorium he ]p$sl done near Moscow and
that too was a very well-designed, very well-built structure. Any Soviet
citizen needing attention and care may go there to luxury seen only on our
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